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Determination of the Harish-Chandra
C-function for SU (n, 1) and its Application to

the Construction of the Composition Series

By Masaaki EGUCHI *) and Shin KOIZUMI* *)

(Communicated by Kiyosi IT6, M. J. A., June 11, 1996)

Abstraet: The Harish-Chandra C-function for S U(n, 1) is explicitly determined. By
this expression, the composition series of the nonunitary principal series is obtained.

1. Introduetion. In [1], Harish-Chandra gave
an asymptotic expansion of the generalized
spherical function on a reductive Lie group G--
KAN of the Harish-Chandra class in terms of ex-

ponential functions on A and gave the integral
expression of the coefficient of the leading term
(so-called the Harish-Chandra C-function) of the
above expansion.

The Harish-Chandra C-function plays an
essential role in studying harmonic analysis of
homogeneous spaces of semisimple Lie groups.
For instance, it coincides with the restriction of
the standard intertwining operator to K-types
and it deeply relates with the Plancherel mea-
sure. Also we can get some information from it
about reducibility of the induced representations.

Though computing explicit expressions of
the Harish-Chandra C-functions has been an im-
portant problem so far, it is solved in only spe-
cial cases.

In [3], Johnson and Wallach constructed the
composition series for the spherical principal
series of the rank one classical groups. To get
the result, they obtained the explicit expression
of the restriction of the intertwining operator to
K-types for the class one representations, which
is the component of the Harish-Chandra C-
function with respect to the trivial representation
of M. In [3, 4] Johnson and Wallach also showed
the unitarizability and square-integrability of the
irreducible components of the spherical principal
series.

Later Kraljevi (cf. [7]), Klimyk and Gavrilik
(cf. [5]) gave the composition series of the full
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nonunitary principal series for S U(n, 1). Howev-
er in their arguments, they used not the express-
ion of the Harish-Chandra C-function but the
structure of the K-spectrum.

In this paper, using the method as in [3], we
will give the explicit formula of the Harish-
Chandra C-function for SU(n, 1) and the com-
position series obtained in [7] as its application.
Concerning the unitarizability and square-
integrability, we will discuss in another paper.

2. Notation and preliminaries. We use the
standard notation Z, R and C for the set of inte-
gers, real numbers and complex numbers respec-
tively. Let Z+ be the set of nonnegative integers.

Let G--SU(n, 1) (n-> 2) and K-- S(U(n)
x U(1)). Then K is a maximal compact sub-
group of G. Define the analytic subgroups A, N
and N by
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where In_ denotes the unit matrix of order n- 1
and z* denotes the conjugate

Zl

transpose of z We denote by (z, u)

Zn-1
the element in the definition of N. We identify N
with C"- R and define the Haar measure
on / by (n--1)!/zr’dzd.du, dzd. denoting

dzd. dzn_d.n_. Let M be the centralizer of
A in K and a be the Lie algebra of A. Then they
are given by

X U(n- 1), u C,

u det X 1

a = {tH" t R}, where H

1
0

0
1

For any g G, let g-- x(g) expH(g)n(g) be
the Iwasawa decomposition of g, where x(g)
K, H(g) a, n(g) N. Put w diag(- 1,
1, 1,..., 1) K. Then w is a representative of
the nontrivial element of the Weyl group of G..

The complex dual space a of a can be iden-.
tiffed with C under the correspondence 2 a
2(H) C. Let p be the rho function of G.
Then p is identified with the integer n.

We denote by K and M the sets of equiva-
lence classes of irreducible unitary representa-
tions of K and M respectively. For v K and
a M, let [v’a] denote the multiplicity of a
occurring in V[M. In the case of SU(n, 1), it is
known (cf. [6]) that [v" a] --0 or 1 for any v

and a 217/. We write/lT/(v) for the set of all a
M such that [v" a] 1.
For v g, the Harish-Chandra C-function

associated with v is defined by the following in-
tegral:

__
V(X())-e-(’+(H())d, (/ a:).C(2)

Let - / and a 21/(v). We write Vr and H
for the representation spaces of v and a, respec-
tively. Choose Pa(’c) HOmM(V, Ha)such that
Pa(v)P(v) *= a(1), the asterisk denoting the
adjoint operator. Then because Pa(v)Cr(2)
HomM(V, Ha) and dim HomM(V, H) 1, there
exists a constant Cr(a" 2) such that Pa(v) Cr()

Cr(a’)Pa(v). It is known that the function

Cr(a" ) becomes a meromorphic function.
The function Cr(a’2) is called the Harish-

Chandra C-function associated with v and a. We
note that the relationship between the intertwin-
ing operator and the Harish-Chandra C-function
was discussed in [11]. Moreover, in [12] it was
shown that the Harish-Chandra C-function
associated with v and a can be written as a quo-
tient of products of the classical F functions.

3. Representations of K and M. As usual,
we parametrize and with their highest
weights. According to [6], they are parametrized
as follows"

K= (t,...,t,) +1

t- t+ Z+ (i 1,..., n- 1)},
= (s,..., s,_) +1

s- s. * (i 1,..., - 2)].
For r= (t,..., t,) K and if= (s,...,
s_) , we put r 2,t, and

s. In[61, (r) can be written as follows:
(rl = ((s,..., s,_ " t- s
s- t. * (i 1,..., - 1)).

On the other hand, the irreducible unitary repre-
sentations of SU() can be constructed in terms
of the Young diagram (cf. 1]). For r (t,...,
t,) R, put r(r) (t- t,,..., t,_- t,). Let
Vr( and 0r( denote the subsace of the
t, fold tensor product of C" defined by the
Young diagram T(r) and the action of SU() on

Vr( induced from the natural one of SU()on
C, respectively. Multiplying the character of the
center of K by Or(, we can construct the irre-

ducible unitary representations of K and show
that any elements in can be realized by using

this method.
This realization is useful because when res-

tricting r to M, the decompositions of
into the M-irreducible components can be expli-
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citly written. Thus we can write the explicit ex-
pression of the highest weight vector of o" embed-
ded into VT(r) by means of the tensor products of
the standard basis for Cn.

4. Expression of the Harish-Chandra C-
function. Let v-- (tl, tn) K and a--
(sl,..., s_l) 217/(v). Put v(a) (sl,...,
s_l) /. For computing the Harish-Chandra
C-function Cr(a" ,) associated with v and a, we
use the explicit expression of Cr(a)(a"/) and the
recursion formula of Cr(a" ) with respect to v.

For getting the explicit expression of
(a" 2), we calculate the integral in the definition
of the Harish-Chandra C-function. Let v denote
the highest weight vector of a embedded into

VTa. As described in Section 3, we can write
the explicit form of v(a)(((z, u)))v. If (z, u)
N is as in Section 1, we have

v(a) (x((z u)))- ( )-’()’-"-
(2 F,+)s’-s’+

v + other terms

where F F--[z ]2 --[z_ and other
terms denote a sum of the lower weight vectors.

Applying the integral formula in [9], we have
the following proposition.

Prosition 1. Retain the above notation. We
have the following expression"

C. (a )
( 1)!2-+"F()

-- ---j+ s F 2 s,_ F
n

Let (za,a, Xaa’) (a /17/ 2 ac*) be the
principal series representation of G induced from
the representation a()/ () 1 of MAN and
H a be as in Section 1. For v Vr, put
(k) P(v) (v(k)-lv) ’. For getting the
recursion formula, we calculate x:a,(H)fi(a] v),
where v(a[ v) denotes the highest weight vector
of a embedded into VTr). We note that in the
case of class one representation a-- 1, v(1]v)
can be written as a hypergeometric function (cf.
[4]). Using this fact, Johnson and Wallach calcu-
lated c(H)fi(ll v) in their paper. For general
case, Thieleker [10] gave a formula for computing
zc,(/-/)p, where q a,. We note that
Mamiuda [8] specialized this formular to the case
of the principal series representation.

Let A(w, a, ) be the standard intertwining
operator. According to the arguments in [1 1], we

have
A(w, a, 2) (a v)

(-- 1)Il-I(a)l+s’-s"-lC(a" )(al v).
For v (tl,..., tn) K, let Ziv (tl,..., ti_l,
ti + 1, ti+l, t.). By using the Lemma 1 in

[10] and the expression of v(al v), we have the
following proposition.

Proposition 2. Let v-- (tl,.. tn) K and
a (sl,..., sn_l) lI(r). Assume that X iv R
and [Z iv" a] 1. Then we have the following re-

cursion formula"
(2 + n +[al 2i + 2 + 2t)Cz,,(a" )
(/ n --l a I+ 2i- 2 2t,)C(a" 2).

Combining proposition 1 and proposition 2,
we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let v= (tl,.. tn) K and
a (Sl,..., Sn_l) ll(v). Then we have

C(a" )

(.- -I 1 +i r__
2

__
2 s

=z 2 =z---j+1+6
Remark. When n 1, putting 1(71 O, we

see that the result coincides with the expression
for SU(1, 1) obtained by Johnson [2].

5. Determination of the composition series.
We first note that the composition series of the
nonunitary principal series for SU(n, 1) was

already determined by Kraljevie [7] or Klimyk
and Gavrilik [5]. We shall show that the informa-

tion on zeros of the Harish-Chandra C-function
can be used to determine the composition series.

Let a (sl,..., s,_l) M and/ R such
that 2 > 0. For simplicity, put h
/2"t-j--s and k= (/+n-t-la[)/2--j+s.
We choose a, b 0,1,..., n i satisfying the
following conditions:

h < < ha 0 < ha+ < < hn_1,

kl > > k > 0 > kb+
Then it is clear that a <--b. We define the sub-
sets Ra and Za of R as follows:

R (/ > 0" + n + a[ + 2s_ 2z),
z, {/ R,.h 4= 0 or kb+ =# 0}.

We denote by A(a) the set of v / satisfying
[v’a] 1.

Let / Ra. Using the expression of Cr(a’),
we see that the zeros of Cr(a’) coincide with
the ones of the following function"
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2 +a+l-ta+ F 2
In the following discussion, we assume that so
--oo and Sn-"- oo. We cosider the following
cases.
(1) ha 0 and /%+1 0.

It is obvious that C(a ) : 0 for all
v A(a). Therefore 7r, is irreducible.

(2) ha 0 and kb+l 0.
Put S,_ (b) (v (t,..., t,) A(a)

so+1<_ t+ <_ a 4- b- n- al so} and let
a (b) be the sum of the representation
spaces corresponding to the elements in
S,_(b). Then Cr(a’2) has zero of order 1
for v S,_ (b). Therefore zrq, is reducible.

(3) ha =/= 0 and kb+ O.
Put S (a) {r= (t t,) A(a)"b,+

a+b--n-lal-s++2 -<t+<_s} and
let W,+(a) be the sum of the representation
spaces corresponding to the elements in

Sba,+(a). Then Cr(a" ) has zero of order 1
for v So,+(a). Therefore zra, is reducible.

(4) ha =/= 0 and k+ 0.
We define the subsets S,_(b) and Sa,+ (a)

of A(a) as follows:

S,_(b) Iv (t,..., t,) A(a)

se+ < t+ K
2 + n +lal + b}2

f

S,+(a) Iv (t,..., t,) A(a)"

+a4-1 K t+x<_ s,.2 [1]
Put S(a, b) Sa,_(b) S,+ (a). We note
that if a--b then S(a, b)--0. Let
,_(b), ,+(a) and (a, b) be the sum of

[2lthe representation spaces corresponding to
the elements in Sa,_(b), Sa,+(a) and S(a, b)

[31
respectively. Then Cr(a :2) has zero of
order 1 for v (S,_(b) U S,+(a)) \S;(a, b)
and zero of order 2 for v S;(a, b). There-
fore ra, is reducible. [41
Remark. In the case of (4), 7G, leaves

:a aa,_(b) and :a,+(a) invariant.
Thus we obtain the following theorems.
Theorem 4. If , Za then 7G, is reducible. [5]

Theorem 5. Retain the above notation and
note that a b. The composition series of rca, (
Za) can be written as follows:

(1) ha 0 and kb+ =/= O.
Wa’ ,_ (b) {0}.

(2) ha :# 0 and ko+x O.
Z"’ " (a) {0}b,+-

(3) ha :# 0 and ko+ =/= 0 and a b.
,a Wa,_(a) + Wa,+(a) Wa,_(a) {0},
Z"a Z,_ (a) + Z,+ (a) Z,+ (a) {0}.

(4) ha :#: 0 and ko+ 0 and a < b.
2 " (a),_ (b) +

g (a, b) {0),

ZT(a, b) (0}.
Finally we will describe the reducibility of

a,o. In this case, Cr(a" )has no zero at 0.
Put B(w, a, ) A(w, a, ) /F() (cf. [3]). We
choose a such that n + a + 2Sn_x 2Z.
Recall the definitions of k,h and choose a Z+

such that ha
g 0 < ha+. If ha 0 then Cr(a )

has pole at 0, that is, zero of the Plancherel
measure. In this case, because the partial intert-
wining operator B(w, a, ) has no zero, we see
that a,a is irreducible. If ha 0 then Cr(a" )
is neither zero nor pole. However using the ex-
pression of B(w, a, ), we can find the reducible
components of a,o. This is the case of Theorem
5(3). Therefore we have the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Retain the notation in Theorem
5. If ha Z (0} then a,o is reducible and the
composition series of a,o is given as follows"

Z (0},
(0}.
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